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Abstract 

This paper proposed a feature selection with privacy 

preservation in centralized network.  Data can be preserved 

for privacy by perturbation technique as alias name. In 

centralized data evaluation, it makes data classification and 

feature selection for data mining decision model which 

make the structural information of model in this paper. The 
application of gain ratio technique for better performance 

of feature selection has taken to perform the centralized 

computational task. All features don‟t need to preserve the 

privacy for confidential data for best model. The chi-square 

testing has taken for the classification of data by centralized 

data mining model using own processing unit. The alias 

data model for privacy preserving data mining has taken to 

develop the data mining technique to make best model 

without violating the privacy individuals. The proposed 

process of data miner task has made best feature selection 

and two type experimental tests have taken in this paper.  

 
        Keywords:  Privacy preserving, data mining, perturbed   

       data,  feature selection 
 

1. Introduction 

 

              Data mining technology has emerged to identify the 

patterns, domains of data from huge amount of database. 

The aim of the data mining is that to collect the data from 

multiple organizations and gathering it into data miner‟s 

database for creating a special data model, algorithm and 

estimate the best accurate result for model. On the above 

concept, it will be tested by own gathering data and also 

multiple organization data. The classification of the 
predictive modeling task which predicts the value of a 

univariable based on the known values of other variables. 

The value of attribute is also predicting the value of other 

attribute to make best class for data model. 

        Albeit some organizations collect a lot of data for their 

own and collect similar data about different people from 

several area (i.e. horizontal partitioned data), otherwise the 

organization collect the different information from same set  

of people (i.e., vertical partitioned data). In SMC (Secure 

multiparty computation) mechanism, different party can   

 

 

perform on global computation jointly on their private data  

without any loss of data privacy. SMC mechanisms create a 

type of environment where large amount of work can be 

done and also provide the secure joint computations among 

mutually distributed entities. Yao presented the initial 

concept of SMC in the form of “Two party computations” 

[1]. Later, it was generalized to multiparty computation 
problems by Goldreich who made SMC in the form of 

secure solutions for any functionality [2]. 

         Generally, the definitions of SMC exist for two 

adversary model: (1).Semi-honest. (2).Malicious. In the 

semi-honest, each party follows the protocol and they may 

attempt to compute additional information from the 

messages received during execution after completion of the 

protocol. In the malicious model, a party can diverge 

arbitrarily from normal execution of the protocol for 

privacy preserving information sharing. The honest or 

semi-honest parties are described in [3, 4, 5, 6]. There have 

been studied that tried to remove the semi-honest 
assumption [7, 8, 9].  

           The statistical analysis can help to create many models 

for privacy preservation of organization data i.e., tools, 

techniques, algorithms etc. As statistical analysis, the 

feature values can be checked for decision model. 

Hypothetical testing is also used for statistical analysis. It is 

not necessary to preserve all features for privacy purpose. 

As requirement of model, the feature can be preserved for 

privacy. This paper helps to create the best product model 

by using data mining model. The data mining researcher 

can access data only from perturbed data based by analyze 
or quarry process. Data mining researcher produce the 

results, rules or patterns after computational analysis of 

perturbed data.   

     The framework of centralized computation has taken 

for performing centralized data mining task, specially using 

gain ratio technique. Different party gives their data to 

center for getting the unique result, where nobody deviate 

their result. We consider the data collection by using alias 

name of each feature set and sub-feature values, where 

nobody know about the actual data and conversion data 

except data miner. The data miner task has been derived 

through some process for getting actual result. After 
finding the result, data miner sends their data to all 
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participating parties. The experimental result value has 

already derived in experimental section.  

      In the next section, section 2, we survey the previous 

work that has been done related to this paper. In section 3, 

we create the problem statement for centralized data 

computation. In section 4, we describe the frame work of 
the model with privacy preservation of data. In section 5, 

we show the experimental result and in section 6, the 

analysis of the result for privacy preservation of data is 

described. Finally in section 7, we give our conclusion. 

 

     2.  Related work 

 

Privacy preserving data mining (ppdm) is regulated the 

confidential data towards social model where several 

database is distorted by attacking the adversary for 

individual identifiable information and commit to several 

agencies trustfully for global pattern [13]. The secure 
multiparty computation in a distributed system has been 

developed the secure protocols in the adversary model. The 

padded item-sets is more secure when collusion of item-

sets   available in database but for the strong privacy, it 

needed the level of security protocol in distributed data 

mining [14]. Both privacy and security are important for 

the participating parties in distributed data mining to 

discover the computational result correctly. For the 

classification problem, the privacy maintains the tight 

bound of constraint set [15]. The variation methods for 

approximate technique are used for graphical models with 
the help of probabilistic inference and approximate 

inference [16]. The distributed probabilistic inference has 

also extended work of variation approximation technique in 

sensor network. It compares this technique for exact and 

centralized local algorithm framework to develop about the 

communicational efficient with variation mean field 

approach [17]. The local distributed algorithm for 

multivariate regression like distributed inference, data 

compression, data modeling, data prediction, classification 

has developed as a powerful statistical and machine 

learning tool [18] with a low monitoring cost. The set of 

facilities open for clients to serve at a low cost that depend 
on peer‟s data for facility location problem [19]. 

       Microdata(i.e., individual records or data vectors ) are 

grouped into small aggregates prior to publication 

[10,11,12].  The microdata set is a set of records or data 

vectors containing data of individual respondents who can 

be persons, companies etc. The individual data vector of a 

micro data set is stored in a micro data file. The privacy 

control methods for micro data sets may be used the 

substitution (perturbation) method. The values of each 

variable in the micro data set are perturbed and the    

perturbed values are used to replace the original values.  
 

The main idea of privacy control is to provide sufficient 

protection without seriously damaging the information 

contained in the original data. 

        The rationale behind micro data aggregation is that the 

confidential rules allow publication of microdata sets if the 

data vectors correspond to group or more individuals where 
no individual dominates the group. The Strict application of 

such confidential rules leads to replacing the individual 

values with computed on small aggregates (micro data 

aggregate) prior to publication. Micro data aggregation also 

creates the class distribution for different problems.  For 

example, in a product evaluation data, the instances are 

grouped as micro data aggregation which will make the 

different kind of class distribution. Micro data aggregation 

makes a small group of feature values for special class 

distribution. Sensitive micro data group:- The group of 

individual confidential data which make the class 

distribution is called sensitive micro data . It is the 
minimum number of sensitive micro data for privacy 

preservation of data model. 

 

     3. Problem statement 

 

       Let n number of parties is participating in a centralized 

computation network. They trust only on trusted third party 

i.e., data miner who collect the data from different parties 

and provide the result of the computation only. The data 

miner classifies the data as data provider requirement by 

which each party satisfy the result of the computation. The 
question arise (1)" How to maintain the privacy for the 

parties data", when the data miner collect the data from 

each party and (2) how to find the sensitive and non-

sensitive feature from data miner database.  

                

4. Framework data mining model 

 

Our model assumes that all party (data provider) sends their 

data for the same set of feature to data miner. The number 

of rows of several parties may or may not be same. The 

feature values of each instance may vary. All the n parties 

have their own datasets D1……Dn with same number of 
features name but the features value may be different. In 

some situation only a part of the feature set needs to be kept 

confidential. The confidential features of a feature set are 

known as sensitive feature and remaining feature can treat 

as usually for any computational treatment. When the 

individual party is not willing to disclose its value or an 

advisory can never know about the value of that feature 

then that feature is recognized as sensitive feature. All party 

want to jointly conduct data mining operation on a single 

database D which is formed  by the union of all data sets 

D1……Dn to get better results.  
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Fig -1:.  The framework for centralized data   mining model 

 

In the above figure data miner collect all data from 

different parties and gathering the collecting data at data 

miner database for evaluation. The processing unit makes 

the computation for unique result which will be sent to all 

participating parties. The following section has derived for 

better performance of data mining model.  
 

4.1 Data perturbation  

 

The data miner works on perturbed data which can perform 

data mining task as if it works on the original data .But it 

can never interpret the result or class about the data. It can 

declare only the results to all participating party in the data 

sharing. Since all party only knows the result of their 

computation on their data, then it preserves their privacy on 

their data. The data miner collects the data with the help of 

alias name technique for privacy preservation of individual 
data. 

 

4.2 Alias Name for Perturbed Data 

 

Alias name is used in perturbed technique which is 

preserved by individual sites. So the converted categories 

data values contain only the alias name which is helpful to 

analyze the perturbed data with the third party i.e., data 

miner who cannot interpret any actual values.  It introduces 

the noise of data means the original data converted to any 

other form of actual data or actual database   is transformed 
into modified (perturbed) database. The perturbed data can 

be constructed by the data miner or data provider. The 

researchers make the method, techniques, and tools by 

analyzing the perturbed data, not original data. In table-1, 

the data has been shown both original data and transferred 

data (alias data). 

         
            

                 

    Table-1:  For Perturbed data  

 

S.

N. 

Origin

al 

Featur

e set 

Alias 

featur

e set 

Original 

sub-

feature  

value 

Transferre

d  data          

1 Buying A v-high CE1 

   high CE2 

   med CE3 

   low CE4 

2 Maintain

ance 
B v-high CE5 

   high CE6 

   med CE7 

   low CE8 

3 Doors C 2 CE9 

   3 CE10 

   4 CE11 

   5-more CE12 

4 Person D 2 CE13 

   4 CE14 

   more CE15 

5 .Lug-

boots 
E Small CE16 

   Med CE17 

   Big CE18 

6 Safety F Low CE19 

   Med CE20 

   high CE21 

 

Each feature set and its sub-feature values have derived 

with both alias feature set and alias sub-feature values. The 

fig.-2 shows the original data, perturbed data which was 

useful for research work. The original and perturbed 

database are both maintained by the system 

 
 
                Fig-2:  Perturbed Data Model 
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4.3. Feature selection using Gain ratio 

 

     Let D is the Dataset and C is the class set of database. 

When the whole dataset divide into number of partition to 

recognize the unique identifier feature value then the 

information required to classify data set D based on this 
partitioning would be info (D) = 0. Since, information gain 

on this feature will be maximum on each pure partition then 

there is no required of classification by such partitioning. 

          The gain ratio which attempts to avoid this problem 

by using split information which is defined below. The split 

information of a feature X is recognized as splitinfoX which 

is derived by             

 

     Splitinfo X(D) = -                                 (1) 

 

where Dj is the jth partition of D which belong to feature X.  

The sum of each outcome of number of tuples in different 
partition is with respect to total number of tuples in D. It 

distinguishes the measures of classification information 

from information gain based on same partitioning. The gain 

ratio is defined as below. 

 Gainratio ( X ) =                                      (2) 

 

The splitinfo(X) has already given above, but the gain(X) is 

derived as below. Let Di are the partition data of D and Cj 

are the distinct classes. Let Pi is the probability of arbitrary 
tuples in D which belongs to class Cj. The expected 

information of D for several classes is defined by 

 

Info(D)=                                     (3)   

 

Here info (D) is the expected information of D to identify 

the class label. But the exact classification is measured by 

individual feature after partitioning of data as 

 

      InfoX(D)= .                     (4) 

 

Where   is the weight of the ith partition and Infox(D) is 

the expected information required to classify the tuples. 

The information gain is defined as the difference between   

info (D) and info X(D) ie 

 

  Gain (X) = info (D)- infox(Di)                                          (5) 
 

      It chooses the best classification for feature selection 

but it has some drawback which is explain in gain ratio. 

The feature having maximum gain ratio is selected as the 

splitting feature. But the split information should not be 

zero, because the ratio becomes unstable. So when the 

parties are putted their feature data, it may be violated the 

split information when the gain ratio is measured. The 

constraints for this measurement is that the information 

gain of the test selected must be large, i.e., at least as great 

as the average gain over all tests examined. So the 

splitinfo(X) should always greater than Gain (X). The 

privacy purpose it should maintain by each peer which are 

participating in the network.  The different colluding 
parties may violate their measurement to select best feature. 

 

4.4. Process of Task of Data Miner 

 

     1. Collect the instances from n parties with alias                       

name. 

     2.  Convert alias data to original data  

    3. As the class distribution, the instances are sent to            

individual class. 

 4. In each class, the #instances are checked as its                    

own condition. 

 5. Data miner make own database with both feature         
set and classes. 

     6.  Apply the gain ratio technique for feature     selection 

    7. Ordering the gain ratio values for best feature            

selection. 

8.  Maintain the pure privacy for best feature data set. 

9. Send best feature result to all participating party. 

 

    4.5 Statistical data evaluation for sensitive features 

 

 In database, we consider two type of feature set (1) 

sensitive features (2) non-sensitive feature sets. Both 
feature sets are evaluated by using chi-square statistical 

technique which is analysis in experimental section. The 

evaluation takes the item as (1) Class category, (2) 

observation value, (3) Expected value, (4) difference 

between them, (5) square the difference, (6) division of the 

square of difference by expected value. Also it uses the 

hypothetical test for level of significance of acceptance 

which is support the theory with experimental results. 

 

    5. Experiments 

  

The data miner‟s job is to perform the union operation on 
the various sensitive attribute and alone can be used for only 

data mining task. We are taking the experiment on real data 

set and used the car evaluation database from UCI machine 

learning repository with 1728 records and 6 features which 

are recognized the class distribution as unacceptable, 

acceptable, good or very good car. The features are buying, 

maintenance; doors, persons, lugg-boot and safety are taken 

for analysis. The same features are received from different 

sites. We have considered two type of experimental test (1) 

the different sensitive feature for different class distribution 

using chi-square test. The sensitive feature preserved the 
privacy maintained by the data miner where any party 

cannot know about the data even own original data in data 
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miner. (2) Using gain ratio technique for best feature 

selection from the own database of data miner. 

 

5.1 Experimental Test using Chi-Square Value 

 

    The   proportion of car evaluation instances in the four 
groups is 18: 6: 1: 1. In the experiment among 1728 

instances, the numbers in the four groups were 1210, 384, 

69, 65. We have to find out the expected values are 

Unacc= (18/26) * 1728 =1196.3 

Acc = (6/26) * 1728   = 398.7 

Good = (1/26) * 1728 = 66.5 

Vgood  = (1/26) * 1728 =66.5 

 

But observed values are unacc=1210, acc=384, good=69, 

vgood=65.  The evaluation of chi-square is as follows. 

                       
                       Table 2: Chi-square valued. 
S.

N. 

Categ

ory 

Observa

tion 

value(O

) 

Expec

ted 

value 

(E) 

O

 - 

E 

(

O 

– 

E)
2 

(O - 

E)2 

/E 
                    

1 Unac
c 

1210 1196.
3 

1
4 

19
6 

0.16
38 

2 Acc 384 398.7 -

1

5 

22

5 

0.56

39 

3 Good 69 66.5 2 4 0.05

97 

4 Vgoo

d 

65 66.5 -

1 

1 0.01

51 

5 Total 1728 1728 0 42

6 

1.34 

  

So d.f =4-1=3 and tabulated    for 3 d.f= 7.81. Since 
calculated value of χ2   is less than tabulated value, it is not 

significant. Hence null hypothesis may be accepted at 5% 

level of significance and we may conclude that the 

experimental results support the theory.        

 
 Fig- 3: Sensitive feature values of  acc, good and vgood class 

 

 

 
 
      Fig- 4. Non-Sensitive feature values of acc, good and vgood class 

 

The above fig -3 and fig-4 has shown for sensitive and non-

sensitive feature sets using three classes. 
 

5.2. Experimental result using gain ratio 

 

In this experiment we have taken only three classes (i.e., 

acc, vgood, and good) and six feature sets (i.e, buying, 

maintenance, doors, persons, lug-boot, safety) with 

individual sub-feature values. We didn‟t consider 

unacceptability class because this class can neither be used 

for privacy preservation nor getting better production of 

this type of car. So we had taken 518 of data records which 

are involved with above three classes. The experimental 
results are derived in table-3 where infx(D) is  information 

of particular feature x (where x is vary for several features) 

and D is the data miner database from where data miner 

develop the model using several data. Gx(D) is gain value, 

SIx(D) is  splitinformation of D and GRx(D) is gain ratio. 

We have evaluated info(D) is 1.083.       

 
 Table-3: Feature evaluation using gain ratio 

 

Feature 

set(X) 

InfoX(D) GX(D) SIX(D) GRX(D) 

Buying 0.871 0.211 1.921 0.109 

Maint 0.928 0.505 1.932 0.080 

Doors 0.578 0.154 1.990 0.253 

Persons 1.082 0.0004 0.999 0.0004 

L-boot 1.026 0.057 1.552 0.036 

Safety 0.957 0.125 0.996 0.126 

 

After feature evaluation using gain ratio we have ordered 

the feature set from the above table-3 as (1) Doors (2) 

Safety (3) Buying (4) Maintenance (5) Lug-boot (6) 

Persons. So we conclude the feature „Doors‟ is the best 

feature among feature set. The experimental result has 

generated using Matlab-7.0. The figure-5 shows the 
ordering of feature set. 

 

0

0.5

1

1.5

2

2.5

3

buying lugg_boots

acc

good

vgood

0

1

2

3

4
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vgood
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                 Fig-5: Ordering of feature set using gain ratio. 

 

     6. Privacy preserving analysis 

 

   The sensitive features preserved the privacy maintained 

by the data miner where any party cannot know about the 

data even own original data in data miner. It is not required 

to preserve the privacy for all features, but which are 

necessary that should be preserved for privacy. Since car  

class distribution are divided into 4 classes as 

unacceptability, acceptability, good and very good, it is not 

necessary to preserve the privacy for unacceptability class 

distribution because all type of feature values are involved 
in it. But in case of acceptable, good, very good class, it 

needs to preserve the privacy. The following features are 

preserved for privacy analysis purpose. 

(1)Acceptability: --   (a) Persons, (b) Safety (2). Good: (a) 

Buying, (b) Maint, (c) Persons, (d) Safety (3)Very Good (a) 

Buying,( b).Maint, (c) Persons,(d)Lugg-boot, (e) Safety. 

The common sensitive feature is persons with feature 

values 4 and more .The other sensitive feature of each class 

is follows: 

 1. Acceptibility-1.Only safety, 2.good-1.Buying 

2.Maintainace   3.Safety, 3.vgood-1.Buying,   2.Maint   
3.Lug-boot   4.Safety 

   We have considered three cases of privacy of 

computation (1) Since we have considered the perturbed 

data collection from each party by alias name then it 

automatically preserve the privacy for all data (2) privacy 

for sensitive feature which are involved in chi-square test. 

(3) Privacy preservation for the data set of feature „doors‟ 

by using gain ratio technique for best feature selection. 

 

 

 

 

   7. Conclusion 

       

 In centralized data mining model, the data miner can find 

huge amount of data for making classification model. The 

classification of individual instances usually preserves 
more information. The data mining processing work can 

derive the feature selection using gain ratio technique for 

best feature as framework. The ordering of feature set has 

made from data mining framework. The car evaluation 

model preserves the few feature of each class for better 

result of computation. The Microaggregation of data on the 

data set deal with each instances independently. The 

sensitive and non-sensitive feature help to derive the 

classification of data model for privacy preservation of data 

at data miner. The cases have taken for privacy preserving 

of data of this framework in this paper. 
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